Inductive Program Synthesis

Programming by example

Given: input-output example (or several)
Inputs: [3, 1, 7, 4, 2], 2
Output: [5, 3, 9, 6, 4]

Task: find program consistent with IO example(s)

let r0 = Input() in
let r1 = Input() in
let r2 = map (λ elem → elem + r1) r0 in
r2

Idea: Use programs as hypothesis space, and use gradient descent to search for programs.

Question: What programs are suited for this?

Differentiable Interpreters

Describe structure of an interpreter, leave source code as parameters to be inferred.

Insert NAMPI TerpreT poster picture here

Idea C: Use Structured Control Flow

Interpreter supports if-then-else, foreach, map, zipWith, fold instead of gotos.

Idea F: Fixed Memory Allocation

Interpreter defines fixed scheme where to place newly computed heap values.

Top of the heap is uncertain after many instructions.

Each instruction gets its own heap storage. No uncertainty.

Idea I: Immutable Data

Interpreter defines output for every instruction.

Mutable registers allow values to be overwritten. Using immutable registers requires more registers, but no values are lost.

Idea T: Leverage Types

Store values of different types separately.

Each instruction writes into a typed register slot. No mixing of differently typed data.

Experiments

Study ratio of runs from random initialization converging to strongly generalizing solution for task on 5 I/O examples.

Baseline: Neural Random Access Machine with different number of instructions.
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